Welcome to our 76th Edition of “Big School Buzz” as we gear up for the challenges and
opportunities of a brand new academic year. As tough as it may seem, reimagining education,
business and life in general during this pandemic requires us to be positive at all times, learn from
each other, pivot where necessary, and work towards a future built on strong faith, optimism
and collaboration. And this edition of our newsletter is packed with inspiring and insightful
content to help you on your way. Sit back and browse through each valuable page
at your leisure and soak it all up, page by informative page. From educational
updates, leisure activities and valuable back to school tips, to exciting new
product launches, technological breakthroughs, and more. Please feel free
to forward this edition to your fellow colleagues, friends and family as we
grow the “Big School Community”, together. Wishing you a blessed and
successful year ahead and do keep safe out there!
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Back2School Planning Is Easy With The Blue Page Supplier Directory.
The Big School Buzz Blue Page Directory is fast becoming a key
connector between suppliers and consumers. A truly fabulous A-Z
Supplier & Service Provider Directory that is specifically designed to
assist consumers, and help local businesses grow and thrive. This easy
to use interactive facility allows consumers to connect and engage with suppliers in the
education sector, across the board. The directory is now a permanent fixture and spotlight
feature on the Big School Adventure website for easy reference, and will be updated periodically
as new company listings come online. Make use of this compact directory to ease the burden of
Back2School in 2021. >>>
The Time Is Ripe For Change In Education. Better education is a
necessary first step if we want to build more trust in the new world.
To prepare the next generation and help them build a better future,
we must focus on four key dimensions of learning and education –
knowledge, skills, self-learning and co-learning. These essential
creativity-oriented skills include critical thinking, entrepreneurship, teamwork, arts, and
strategic negotiation. Besides creativity-oriented education, we need to address the issue of
proceduralized and standardized teaching that merely focuses on the repetition of knowledge
and grades. Instead of anchoring instruction in processes and procedures that take all the
flexibility out of education, we must focus on helping the next generation to continually selflearn. Or, to put it differently, we should make sure that training does not kill creativity.
Teaching has always tended to be backward-looking. Transmitting the settled knowledge of the
past has been the starting point for the approach to education to date. But, we really do need
to think about other skills and capacities that are important in a world that is increasingly built
around software, machines and other ground-breaking technologies. >>>

Drone Technology Can Inject Excitement Into Education. Let’s face it,
drones are really cool and having a drone in the classroom will certainly
pique the curiosity of students. A key element of teaching with drones
is the concept of incidental learning, unplanned learning that occurs
during instructional activities. Hand-eye co-ordination can be improved
by mastering stick movement with a training drone. Youngsters in higher grades get to learn about
Maths, Science and Physics with the aid of a drone. How so? Using drones helps students learn
about distance and time. They can learn all about graph creation and trigonometry by observing
the drone’s flight path. Assembling the machine can also be a learning experience in itself.
Showing the main functions of all the key components, the ESC, flight controller and propellers
will help students better grasp the intricate concepts of physics and aerodynamics. >>>
Playing Chess Improves Academic Performance Amongst Children.
Chess is a classic game of strategy, invented more than 1500 years ago in
India. Legend has it that the ruler of India asked his wise men to devise
a way to teach the children of the royal family to become better thinkers,
and better generals on the battlefield – chess was the result. The value
of chess for children may be much more than mere entertainment and amusement. Many parents,
teachers and researchers are convinced that “Chess Makes Kids Smart” (a slogan coined by the
USA Chess Federation). Chess has long been recognised throughout the world as a builder of
strong intellects and its ability to improve the cognitive skills, rational thinking and reasoning of
even the least promising of children. Chess increases mental prowess, instils a sense of selfconfidence and self-worth, and improves communication and pattern recognition skills. It
teaches the core values of hard work, concentration, objectivity and commitment and develops
a child’s mind, in a fun and engaging manner. >>>
Ill-Fitting Shoes Can Cause Life-Long Foot Problems. Your feet are used
to take baby steps, to walk, and to run. No matter what your age, young
or old, having healthy feet is an important part of good health. Each foot
contains 26 bones, which are held in position by hundreds of ligaments,
tendons and muscles, making it an extraordinarily complex mechanism.
The foot acts as an amazingly versatile and intricate shock absorber that protects the body with
each and every step. This is only one of many important reasons why you should take good care
of your feet. Footwear which is too large, too small, or does not fit correctly, can also cause lifelong foot problems and severe deformity in extreme cases. Always wear comfortable, correctfitting shoes. >>>
Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


Prudence is essential when managing your Back2School expenses. >>>



Help2Read improves lives in communities through literacy. >>>



Toughees help your kids deal with bullies at school. >>>



International Green School opens its doors in South Africa. >>>



Finding suppliers in the education sector has never been so easy. >>>
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